
WARNING:
CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts
Not for children under 3 years.

Pulley Systems
Double Pulley System

Scan QR code to watch video instruction, or visit:
xworkbox.com/pages/pulley-systems

A pulley is a mechanical device
that can be used to lift heavy
objects more easily. Pulleys
consist of a wheel that rotates on
an axle, which is a rod through
the center of the wheel, and a
rope, cable, or chain.

There are three main types of
pulleys: fixed, movable, and
compound.

Step 3: Install the yellow wheel C
with a rod O and two orange
fixing rings K on each side.

Step 1: Insert screw eyes P into
wooden blocks H.

Step 2: Glue part B, two part G and
one of the finished parts from
step-1 together.

In a fixed pulley system, the
pulleys are immobile and
attached to a wall or ceiling.

In a movable pulley system,
the pulley is attached to the
load rather than to a wall or
framework.

A compound pulley system
uses a combination of fixed
and movable pulleys.
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Pulley System



Contact X Support Team
support@xworkbox.com

Step 5: Install the white wheel D
with a rod O and two orange
fixing rings K on each side.

Step 6: Glue two part F and part I
together. Insert the crank handle
N and secure it with two orange
fixing rings K on each side.

Step 7: Insert the pole E through
the finished parts from step-6
and use two rubber rings J to hold
it in place. Insert the pole into the
hole on the platform A.

Step 9: Cut a 3-inch string and tie
the marble to the screw eye from
step-5.

Step 8: Attach the finished parts
from step-3 on top of the pole.

Follow us and share your
projects with us: XWORKBOX

Step 11: Run the string through two
wheels and tie another knot on
the screw eye.

Turn the crank handle to move
the marble and the movable
pulley up and down.

Step 10: Tie one end of the string L
to the crank handle.

Step 4: Glue two part F and the
other finished part from step-1
together.
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Movable



The key scientific concept for pulleys is that they redirect force. For
example, instead of pushing a load up, you can attach it to a rope and
pulley above you and pull down to move it up. All pulley systems re-
direct force.

Pulleys are often used to lift heavy objects, allowing a worker to use less
force to move the object. Looping the rope over more wheels increase
the upward force. Using two wheels means you can lift something twice
as heavy using the same force.

WARNING:
CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts
Not for children under 3 years.

Pulley Systems
Triple Pulley System

Scan QR code to watch video instruction, or visit:
xworkbox.com/pages/pulley-systems

Step 3: Stick six black pads on the
bottom.

Step 1: Connect two part G and
part C using two screws.

Step 2: Install two part B, part F,
two part D, and part I. Use screws
to secure them on the platform A.

This project requires to
handle small screws using a
screwdriver, which possibly
needs parent’s assistance.



Follow us and share your
projects with us: XWORKBOX

Contact X Support Team
support@xworkbox.com

Step 5: Install the first wheel S with
one of the shortest rods M.

Step 6: Install the second wheel S
with the longest rod J and two
orange fixing rings on each side.

Step 7: Install the third wheel S, the
hook H and two part E with two
short rods M and five orange
fixing rings.

Step 4: Install the crank handle by
using parts O, K, N, and L. Apply
three orange fixing rings to
secure parts in place.

Step 9: Run the string through the
wheels (onemovable and two
fixed) and tie another knot
through the hole of orange
connector O.

Turn the handle to move the hook
and the movable pulley up and
down.

Step 8: Tie one end of the string T
to the top horizontal bar.


